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Tactics for Racial Justice 2021-12-30

this is not a book of antiracist theory but antiracist tactics tactics that anyone of any race can use to strike a blow
against injustice antiracism is not about what we feel but what we do and there are specific techniques we can use to create a
just world antiracist strategies are skills that can be learned just as we learn skills for public speaking or hitting a baseball
in these pages you whether a person of color or white will find a playbook for leading your workplace organization or
community through transformative change in the wake of an act of explicit racism you ll learn to play antiracist rhetorical
chess and to anticipate and effectively respond to the discursive moves of people who don t understand bigotry aren t aware
of it are in denial of it or even actively uphold it so that you can advance justice goals you ll get a blueprint of how to
dismantle systemic racism community by community workplace by workplace and organization by organization and examples of
what not to do this book is aimed at people who are conscious of the reality of racism and want to end it but may not know
how it clearly shows how anyone can make an effective significant and measurable impact on racism through strategic action

The Cruel Optimism of Racial Justice 2022-03-22

what can we learn from successes and failures in the pursuit of racial justice in the uk and elsewhere in the global north a
dominant view of racial justice has long been linked to a cruel optimism which normalises social and political outcomes that
sustain racial injustice despite successive governments wielding the means to address it researchers activists and minoritised
groups continually identify the drivers of these outcomes but have grown accustomed to persevering despite strong
resistance to change looking at numerous examples across anti racist movements and key developments in nationhood
nationalism institutional racism migration white supremacy and the disparities of covid 19 nasar meer argues for the need to
move on from perpetual crisis in racial justice to a turning point that might herald a change to deep seated systems of racism

Uprooting Racism 2017-09-01

the how to manual for whites to work with people of color to create an inclusive just world in the 21st century maggie
potapchuk racial equity consultant over 50 000 copies sold of earlier editions completely revised and updated this fourth
edition of uprooting racism offers a framework around neoliberalism and interpersonal institutional and cultural racism
along with stories of resistance and white solidarity it provides practical tools and advice on how white people can work as
allies for racial justice engaging the reader through questions exercises and suggestions for action and includes a wealth of
information about specific cultural groups such as muslims people with mixed heritage native americans jews recent immigrants
asian americans and latino as inequalities in education housing health care and the job market continue to prevail while
increased insecurity and fear have led to an epidemic of scapegoating and harassment of people of color yet recent polls show
that only thirty one percent of white people in the united states believe racism is a major societal problem at the same time
resistance is strong as highlighted by indigenous struggles for land and sovereignty and the movement for black lives this
accessible personal supportive and practical guide is ideal for students community activists teachers youth workers and
anyone interested in issues of diversity multiculturalism and social justice a uniquely sensitive wise practical guide for white
people struggling with their feelings about race howard zinn national bestselling author of a people s history of the united
states a powerful and wonderful book a major contribution to our understanding of racism as white people judith h katz ed d
author white awareness handbook for anti racism training

A Wider Type of Freedom 2021-09-21

in where do we go from here 1967 dr martin luther king jr described racism as a philosophy based on a contempt for life a
totalizing social theory that could only be confronted with an equally massive response by restructuring the whole of
american society a wider type of freedom provides a survey of the truly transformative visions of racial justice in the united
states an often hidden history that has produced conceptions of freedom and interdependence never envisioned in the nation s
dominant political framework a wider type of freedom brings together the stories of the social movements intellectuals
artists and cultural formations that have centered racial justice and the abolition of white supremacy as the foundation for
a universal liberation daniel martinez hosang taps into moments across time and place to reveal the long driving force toward
this vision of universal emancipation from the abolition democracy of the nineteenth century and the struggle to end forced
sterilizations to domestic worker organizing campaigns and the twenty first century s environmental justice movement we see a
bold shared desire to realize the antithesis of a philosophy based on a contempt for life these movements emphasized
transformations that would liberate everyone from the violence of militarism labor exploitation degradations of the body
and elite dominated governance rather than seeking equal rights within such failed systems they generated new visions that
embraced human difference vulnerability and interdependence as central and productive facets of our collective experience

Racial Justice and the Catholic Church 2014-07-30

illuminates the very heart of social justice and how it might be approached and nurtured through mindfulness practices in
community and through the discernment and new degrees of freedom these practices entrain from the foreword by jon kabat zinn
in a society where unconscious bias microaggressions institutionalized racism and systemic injustices are so deeply ingrained
healing is an ongoing process when conflict and division are everyday realities our instincts tell us to close ranks to find the
safety of those like us and to blame others this book profoundly shows that in order to have the difficult conversations
required for working toward racial justice inner work is essential through the practice of embodied mindfulness paying
attention to our thoughts feelings and physical sensations in an open nonjudgmental way we increase our emotional resilience
recognize our own biases and become less reactive when triggered as sharon salzberg new york times bestselling author of real
happiness writes rhonda magee is a significant new voice i ve wanted to hear for a long time a voice both unabashedly powerful
and deeply loving in looking at race and racism magee shows that embodied mindfulness calms our fears and helps us to exercise
self compassion these practices help us to slow down and reflect on microaggressions to hold them with some objectivity and
distance rather than bury unpleasant experiences so they have a cumulative effect over time magee helps us develop the
capacity to address the fears and anxieties that would otherwise lead us to re create patterns of separation and division it
is only by healing from injustices and dissolving our personal barriers to connection that we develop the ability to view
others with compassion and to live in community with people of vastly different backgrounds and viewpoints incorporating
mindfulness exercises research and magee s hard won insights the inner work of racial justice offers a road map to a more
peaceful world
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The Inner Work of Racial Justice 2019-09-17

in 2008 the united states elected its first black president and recent polls show that only twenty two percent of white
people in the united states believe that racism is a major societal problem on the surface it may seem to be in decline however
the evidence of discrimination persists throughout our society segregation and inequalities in education housing health care
and the job market continue to be the norm post 9 11 increased insecurity and fear have led to an epidemic of the scapegoating
and harassment of people of color uprooting racism offers a framework for understanding institutional racism it provides
practical suggestions tools examples and advice on how white people can intervene in interpersonal and organizational
situations to work as allies for racial justice completely revised and updated this expanded third edition directly engages the
reader through questions exercises and suggestions for action and takes a detailed look at current issues such as affirmative
action immigration and health care it also includes a wealth of information about specific cultural groups such as muslims
people with mixed heritage native americans jews recent immigrants asian americans and latinos previous editions of uprooting
racism have sold more than fifty thousand copies accessible personal supportive and practical this book is ideal for students
community activists teachers youth workers and anyone interested in issues of diversity multiculturalism and social justice
paul kivel is an award winning author and an accomplished trainer and speaker he has been a social justice activist a
nationally and internationally recognized anti racism educator and an innovative leader in violence prevention for over forty
years

Uprooting Racism 2011-09-27

over the last sixty years administrators on college campuses nationwide have responded to black campus activists by making
racial inclusion and inequality compatible this bold argument is at the center of matthew johnson s powerful and
controversial book focusing on the university of michigan often a key talking point in national debates about racial justice
thanks to the contentious gratz v bollinger 2003 supreme court case johnson argues that um leaders incorporated black
student dissent selectively into the institution s policies practices and values this strategy was used to prevent activism
from disrupting the institutional priorities that campus leaders deemed more important than racial justice despite knowing that
racial disparities would likely continue johnson demonstrates that these administrators improbably saw themselves as
champions of racial equity what johnson contends in undermining racial justice is not that good intentions resulted in
unforeseen negative consequences but that the people who created and maintained racial inequities at premier institutions of
higher education across the united states firmly believed they had good intentions in spite of all the evidence to the contrary
the case of the university of michigan fits into a broader pattern at elite colleges and universities and is a cautionary tale
for all in higher education as johnson illustrates inclusion has always been a secondary priority and as a result the policies
of the late 1970s and 1980s ushered in a new and enduring era of racial retrenchment on campuses nationwide

Undermining Racial Justice 2020-04-15

a sweeping history of transformative radical and abolitionist movements in the united states that places the struggle for
racial justice at the center of universal liberation in where do we go from here 1967 dr martin luther king jr described racism
as a philosophy based on a contempt for life a totalizing social theory that could only be confronted with an equally
massive response by restructuring the whole of american society a wider type of freedom provides a survey of the truly
transformative visions of racial justice in the united states an often hidden history that has produced conceptions of freedom
and interdependence never envisioned in the nation s dominant political framework a wider type of freedom brings together
stories of the social movements intellectuals artists and cultural formations that have centered racial justice and the
abolition of white supremacy as the foundation for a universal liberation daniel martinez hosang taps into moments across
time and place to reveal the longstanding drive toward a vision of universal emancipation from the nineteenth century s
abolition democracy and the struggle to end forced sterilizations to the twentieth century s domestic worker organizing
campaigns to the twenty first century s environmental justice movement he reveals a bold shared desire to realize the
antithesis of a philosophy based on a contempt for life as articulated by martin luther king jr rather than seeking equal rights
within failed systems these efforts generated new visions that embraced human difference vulnerability and interdependence as
core productive facets of our collective experience

A Wider Type of Freedom 2023-07-04

now that laws promoting racial equality exist some people argue that racism as a whole has been eradicated despite evidence
to the contrary highly publicized racist incidents are generally dismissed as the exception rather than commonplace readers
discover that this mindset ignores covert or hidden racism which often deals with hurtful generalizations in depth sidebars and
detailed photographs augment the engaging narrative as it discusses the history of american racism and its lasting effects
discussion questions prompt young adults to confront their own biases in addition the fight for racial justice is highlighted in
annotated quotes from experts

Racism and Racial Justice 2020-07-15

this collection of original essays and commentary considers not merely how history has shaped the continuing struggle for
racial equality but also how backlash and resistance to racial reforms continue to dictate the state of race in america
informed by a broad historical perspective this book focuses primarily on the promise of reconstruction and the long demise of
that promise it traces the history of struggles for racial justice from the post us civil war reconstruction through the jim
crow era the civil rights and voting rights decades of the 1950s and 1960s to the present day

Reconstruction and the Arc of Racial (in)Justice 2020-12-01

seize this moment to advance racial justice at your organization in the wake of widespread anti racism demonstrations across
the world many companies have spoken out forcefully they ve made unprecedented commitments to equity and launched ad
campaigns and task forces to counter racism especially anti black racism but now comes the real test harnessing the energy of
this moment to further and sustain change for the better racial justice the insights you need from harvard business review will
help you combat racism and bias throughout your company revitalize your diversity and inclusion efforts and lead the
conversations necessary to bring your organization a step closer to racial equity business is changing will you adapt or be
left behind get up to speed and deepen your understanding of the topics that are shaping your company s future with the
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insights you need from harvard business review series featuring hbr s smartest thinking on fast moving issues blockchain
cybersecurity ai and more each book provides the foundational introduction and practical case studies your organization
needs to compete today and collects the best research interviews and analysis to get it ready for tomorrow you can t
afford to ignore how these issues will transform the landscape of business and society the insights you need series will help
you grasp these critical ideas and prepare you and your company for the future

Racial Justice: The Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review 2022-03-22

this book chronicles the experiences of faculty at predominantly white higher education institutions pwi by centering voices of
racialized faculty across north america drawing on critical race theory and critical feminist and auto ethnographic
approaches the text analyzes those narratives situating people s words in a landscape of institutionalized racism within
higher education in order to support newer under represented faculty administrators committed to supporting faculty and
doctoral students interested in a future in higher education the book offers strategies and implications for institutional
reform and anti racist faculty organizing survival in academia despite claims by university administrations about commitments
to diversity this book demonstrates otherwise offering counter narratives from racialized faculty members who share their
struggles

Confronting Institutionalized Racism in Higher Education 2014-12-03

the authors bring you in this edited volume a collection of essays that address the relationship between racial violence media
the criminal justice system and education this book is unique in that it brings together the perspectives of university
professors artists poets community activists classroom teachers and legal experts with the trayvon martin murder and
legal proceedings at the center of reflection and analysis authors poignantly provide insight into how racial violence is
institutionalized and consumed by the mass public authors borrow from educational theory history gender studies sociology
cultural studies the arts legal scholarship and personal reflection to begin the dialogue on how to move toward education
for racial and social justice the book is recommended for secondary educators community organizers undergraduate and
graduate social science and education courses

(Re)Teaching Trayvon: Education for Racial Justice and Human Freedom 1991

affirmative action does it really counteract racism is it morally justifiable in her timely and tough minded book gertrude
ezorsky addresses these central issues in the ongoing controversy surrounding affirmative action and comes up with some
convincing answers ezorsky begins by examining the effectiveness of affirmative action as a remedy for institutional racism in
the workplace she analyzes the ways in which common practices selection of employees based on personal connections
qualification and seniority standards perpetuate the injurious effect of past racial discrimination and she assesses the
rationale for such affirmative action measures as objective job related testing numerical goals and preferential treatment for
basically qualified blacks to illuminate the social reality in which affirmative action takes place she draws on recent work
by social scientists and legal scholars turning to the moral issues ezorsky posits two basic justifications for affirmative
action first looking backward to provide deserved compensation for past racial injustice that was sanctioned practiced and
encouraged by our government second looking forward to promote racial desegregation in the american workplace unlike some
supporters of affirmative action she does not deny that preferential treatment may place an unfair burden on white males
indeed she suggests specific practical measures for spreading that burden more equitably clear headed well reasoned and
persuasive this book will be read eagerly by everyone from students to legislators by anyone concerned with racial justice in
america

Racism and Justice 2022-07-14

this book examines the role that community based educators in violence affected cities play in advancing dr martin luther king jr
s radical nonviolent vision for racial and social justice this work argues that nonviolence education can help communities
build capacity to disrupt and transform cycles of violence by recognizing that people impacted by violence are effective
educators and vital knowledge producers who develop unique insights into racial oppression and other forms of systemic harm
this book focuses on informal education that takes place beyond school walls a type of education that too often remains
invisible and undervalued in both civil society and scholarly research it draws on thousands of hours of work with the
connecticut center for nonviolence ctcn a grassroots organization that presents an ideal case study of the implementation of
king s core principles of nonviolence in 21st century urban communities stories of educators life changing educational
encounters their successes and failures and their understanding of the six principles of kingian nonviolence animate the text
each chapter delves into one of the six principles by introducing the reader to the lives of these educators providing a rich
analysis of how educators teach each principle and sharing academic resources for thinking more deeply about each principle
against the backdrop of today s educational system in which reductive and caricatured treatments of king are often presented
within the formal classroom ctcn s work outside of the classroom takes a fundamentally different approach connecting king s
thinking around nonviolence principles to working for racial justice in cities deeply impacted by violence this book will be of
much interest to students of conflict resolution race studies politics and education studies as well as to practitioners in
the field

Racial Justice and Nonviolence Education 2022-07-26

you ve read white fragility and how to be an antiracist but what comes next the answer lies in this clear actionable guide
providing a vital 4 week program for becoming an ally who makes a real difference in the racial justice fight get the tools you
need to get off the sidelines and onto the frontlines of allyship combat racism while supporting black women and avoid common
pitfalls white people fall into when they think about and discuss racism t his timely no nonsense handbook offers an important
blueprint for white allies to carry out the often uncomfortable but necessary work of promoting racial equality among all
marginalized people welcome straight talk for a new age in race relations kirkus black women have always been the driving
force behind real change in this country especially when it comes to racial justice work but they shouldn t have to do it alone
if you re ready to stop standing on the sidelines and become anti racist instead of passively not racist then this book is what
you need you ll discover how to have difficult conversations about white supremacy racism and white privilege how to listen
to criticism without defensiveness why it s harmful to ignore race or claim to be colorblind how to expand your racial justice
circle by joining groups led by black women and cultivating a group of like minded allies racism can only be defeated if white
people educate themselves and actively engage in antiracism work especially in their inner circles with this book you ll learn
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how to change from someone who defends and protects racism to someone who fights against it and you ll become an example
to others that true allies are made not born recommended for reading groups looking for active discussions of racism this
book will help readers learn more about racism and its lasting effects on society library journal

The White Allies Handbook 2023-02-07

a riveting exploration of how visual media has shifted the narrative on race and reignited the push towards justice by the
author of the worthy and necessary the new york times nobody marc lamont hill and the bestselling author and acclaimed
journalist todd brewster with his signature clear and courageous cornel west voice marc lamont hill and new york times
bestselling author todd brewster weave four recent pivotal moments in america s racial divide into their disturbing historical
context starting with the killing of george floyd seen and unseen reveals the connections between our current news headlines
and social media feeds and the country s long struggle against racism drawing on the powerful role of technology as a driver
of history identity and racial consciousness seen and unseen asks why after so much video confirmation of police violence on
people of color it took the footage of george floyd to trigger an overwhelming response of sympathy and outrage in the vein
of the new jim crow and caste seen and unseen incisively explores what connects our moment to the history of race in america
but also what makes today different from the civil rights movements of the past and what it will ultimately take to push
social justice forward

Seen and Unseen 2008

early years workers together with families lay the foundations for young children s futures young children and racial justice
provides a comprehensive approach to the issues facing all early years workers in exploring with young children what it means
to enjoy living in our multicultural society it offers a framework for good practice for everyone working in the early years
sector designed for use in professional development with case studies references and accessible articles this book gives
practitioners the tools and knowledge to implement race equality policies and action plans

Young Children and Racial Justice 2009-08-03

how america can achieve greater racial equality in the post civil rights era with the election of barack obama as the first
black president of the united states the issue of racial justice in america occupies center stage have black americans finally
achieved racial justice is government intervention no longer required racial justice in the age of obama considers contemporary
civil rights questions and theories and offers fresh insights and effective remedies for race issues in america today while there
are now unprecedented opportunities for talented african americans roy brooks shows that lingering deficiencies remain within
the black community exploring solutions to these social ills brooks identifies competing civil rights theories and perspectives
organizing them into four distinct categories traditionalism reformism limited separation and critical race theory after
examining each approach brooks constructs the best civil rights theory for the obama phase of the post civil rights era
brooks supports his theoretical model with strong statistics that break down the major racial groups along such
demographics as income and education he factors in the cultural and structural explanations for the nation s racial divisions
and he addresses affirmative action the failures of integration the negative aspects of black urban culture and the black
community s limited access to resources the book focuses on african americans but its lessons are relevant for other groups
including latinos asians women and gays and lesbians racial justice in the age of obama maps out today s civil rights
questions so that all groups can achieve equality at a time of unprecedented historical change

Racial Justice in the Age of Obama 2015-10-23

one of our preeminent historians of race and democracy argues that the period since 2008 has marked nothing less than america
s third reconstruction in the third reconstruction distinguished historian peniel e joseph offers a powerful and personal new
interpretation of recent history the racial reckoning that unfolded in 2020 he argues marked the climax of a third
reconstruction a new struggle for citizenship and dignity for black americans just as momentous as the movements that arose
after the civil war and during the civil rights era joseph draws revealing connections and insights across centuries as he
traces this third reconstruction from the election of barack obama to the rise of black lives matter to the failed assault on
the capitol america s first and second reconstructions fell tragically short of their grand aims our third reconstruction
offers a new chance to achieve black dignity and citizenship at last an opportunity to choose hope over fear

White Allies in the Struggle for Racial Justice 2022-09-06

what can we learn from successes and failures in the pursuit of racial justice in the uk and elsewhere in the global north a
dominant view of racial justice has long been linked to a cruel optimism which normalises social and political outcomes that
sustain racial injustice despite successive governments wielding the means to address it researchers activists and minoritised
groups continually identify the drivers of these outcomes but have grown accustomed to persevering despite strong
resistance to change looking at numerous examples across anti racist movements and key developments in nationhood
nationalism institutional racism migration white supremacy and the disparities of covid 19 nasar meer argues for the need to
move on from perpetual crisis in racial justice to a turning point that might herald a change to deep seated systems of racism

The Third Reconstruction 2022-03-22

this book examines law s troubled relationship with racial justice both a lawyer s guide to anti racism and an anti racist s
guide to legal action it unites these perspectives to help both groups understand how to use the law to tackle racial
injustices

The Cruel Optimism of Racial Justice 2024-04-23

the racial injustice that continues to plague the united states couldn t be a clearer challenge to the country s idea of itself
as a liberal and democratic society where all citizens have a chance at a decent life moreover it raises deep questions about
the adequacy of our political ideas particularly liberal political theory to guide us out of the quagmire of inequality so
what does justice demand in response what must a liberal society do to address the legacies of its past and how should we
aim to reconceive liberalism in order to do so in this book andrew valls considers two solutions one posed from the political
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right and one from the left from the right is the idea that norms of equal treatment require that race be treated as irrelevant
in other words that public policy and political institutions be race blind from the left is the idea that race conscious policies
are temporary and are justifiable insofar as they promote diversity this book takes issue with both of these sets of views and
therefore with the constricted ways in which racial justice is debated in the united states today valls argues that liberal
theory permits and in some cases requires race conscious policies and institutional arrangements in the pursuit of racial
equality in doing so he aims to do two things first to reorient the terms of racial justice and secondly to make liberal theory
confront its tendency to ignore race in favor of an underspecified commitment to multiculturalism he argues that the insistence
that race conscious policies be temporary is harmful to the cause of racial justice defends black dominated institutions and
communities as a viable alternative to integration and argues against the tendency to subsume claims for racial justice
particularly as they regard african americans under more general arguments for diversity

Racial Justice and the Limits of Law 2018-08-23

a distinguished legal scholar and civil rights activist employs a series of dramatic fables and dialogues to probe the
foundations of america s racial attitudes and raise disturbing questions about the nature of our society

Rethinking Racial Justice 1987-10-07

fire in the heart presents a study of the processes through which white americans become activists for racial justice warren
shows how activists in community organizing education and criminal justice reform develop a commitment to racial justice and
embrace the cause as their own

And We Are Not Saved 2010

this book considers how white u s americans may participate in racial justice making and shows how white identities embody
problematic moral realities arguing that reparations for people of african descent and sovereignty for native peoples are
critical for racial justice and transformation of what it means to be white in the united states

Fire in the Heart 2007-06-14

in anticipation of the fiftieth anniversary of the landmark brown v board of education decision catherine prendergast draws on
a combination of insights from legal studies and literacy studies to interrogate contemporary multicultural literacy
initiatives thus providing a sound historical basis that informs current debates over affirmative action school vouchers
reparations and high stakes standardized testing as a result of brown and subsequent crucial civil rights court cases
literacy and racial justice are firmly enmeshed in the american imagination so much so that it is difficult to discuss one
without referencing the other breaking with the accepted wisdom that the brown decision was an unambiguous victory for the
betterment of race relations literacy and racial justice the politics of learning after brown v board of education finds that
the ruling reinforced traditional conceptions of literacy as primarily white property to be controlled and disseminated by an
empowered majority prendergast examines civil rights era supreme court rulings and immigration cases spanning a century of
racial injustice to challenge the myth of assimilation through literacy advancing from ways with words shirley brice heath s
landmark study of desegregated communities prendergast argues that it is a shared understanding of literacy as white
property which continues to impact problematic classroom dynamics and education practices to offer a positive model for
reimagining literacy instruction that is truly in the service of racial justice prendergast presents a naturalistic study of an
alternative public secondary school outlining new directions and priorities for inclusive literacy scholarship in america
literacy and racial justice concludes that a literate citizen is one who can engage rather than overlook longstanding legacies
of racial strife

Whiteness and Morality 2003

told through the powerful stories of black lives that were ravaged by racism this manifesto holds 10 demands to rectify
racial injustice told through his perspective as an activist acclaimed commentator solomon jones tells the stories of real
people whose lives and deaths pushed the black lives matter movement forward he explains how each act of violence was
incited by specific instances of structural racism and details concrete and actionable strategies to address crimes committed
by our justice system these stories and strategies are a critical resource for social justice activists looking to further their
anti racist education these 10 demands form an actionable plan that is necessary to repair our racist past change the racist
present and bring justice to the future 1 george floyd pay financial reparations to black communities that have been damaged
by legalized racism 2 michael brown use consent decrees to reform police departments that demonstrate a pattern or practice
of racism and police brutality 3 hassan bennett offer compensation for all those who are wrongfully imprisoned 4 breonna
taylor require functioning body cameras and ban no knock warrants 5 eric garner all police disciplinary and dismissal records
must be made public 6 alton sterling change federal law to allow prosecution of flagrant lawbreakers within police
departments 7 tamir rice use independent prosecutors to eliminate prosecutorial conflicts of interest 8 trayvon martin
eliminate stand your ground laws 9 deborah danner defund the police and move funds to trained social workers mental health
professionals and conflict resolution specialists 10 sandra bland end racial profiling

Literacy and Racial Justice 2022-01-18

racial and ethnic hostility is one of the most pervasive problems the church faces it hinders our effectiveness as one body of
believers it damages our witness why won t this problem just go away because it is a spiritual battle in response we must
employ spiritual weapons prayer repentance forgiveness in this book brenda salter mcneil and rick richardson provide a model of
racial reconciliation social justice and spiritual healing that creates both individual and communal transformation read this
book if you want to learn how to use your faith as a force for change not as a smoke screen for self protection embrace your
true self and renounce false racial identities receive and extend forgiveness as an act of racial reconciliation experience
personal transformation through the healing of painful racial memories engage in social action by developing ongoing
crosscultural partnerships this classic is now part of the ivp signature collection which features special editions of iconic
books in celebration of the seventy fifth anniversary of intervarsity press it includes a list of definitions and a discussion and
activity guide for groups a new companion bible study is also available
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Ten Lives, Ten Demands 2022-01-11

a brilliant analysis of the foundations of racist policing in america the day to day brutalities largely hidden from public view
endured by black youth growing up under constant police surveillance and the persistent threat of physical and
psychological abuse storytelling that can make people understand the racial inequities of the legal system and restore the
humanity this system has cruelly stripped from its victims new york times book review drawing upon twenty five years of
experience rep resenting black youth in washington d c s juve nile courts kristin henning confronts america s irrational
manufactured fears of these young peo ple and makes a powerfully compelling case that the crisis in racist american policing
begins with its relationship to black children henning explains how discriminatory and aggressive policing has socialized a
generation of black teenagers to fear resent and resist the police and she details the long term consequences of rac ism that
they experience at the hands of the police and their vigilante surrogates she makes clear that unlike white youth who are
afforded the freedom to test boundaries experiment with sex and drugs and figure out who they are and who they want to be
black youth are seen as a threat to white amer ica and are denied healthy adolescent development she examines the
criminalization of black adoles cent play and sexuality and of black fashion hair and music she limns the effects of police
presence in schools and the depth of police induced trauma in black adolescents especially in the wake of the recent unprece
dented worldwide outrage at racial injustice and inequality the rage of innocence is an essential book for our moment

The Heart of Racial Justice 2021-09-28

this edited volume expands on the existent research on anti racist educational leadership by identifying what type of capacity
building is needed for school administrators to facilitate anti racist change in their schools racial inequities in education
persist in part because the solutions that districts and schools choose to employ largely ignore why and how institutional
and structural racism is the root cause of inequities in education yet racial inequities in schooling can be redressed if districts
and schools have leaders who are deeply committed to combatting racism in their daily practice and structures of schooling
this book underscores why we need more educational leaders who adopt an anti racist stance in how they lead and are
prepared to work toward racial justice and equity in a society so entrenched in racism through diverse perspectives and voices
including scholars in the field of educational leadership sociologists of education school and district administrators and
grassroots community members and activist groups this book addresses issues related to anti racist educational leadership
at various levels

The Rage of Innocence 2021-10-21

this inspiring book profiles white americans who broke with a racist culture to join the struggle for racial justice from early
abolitionists including john woolman and angelina grimke to partners in the civil rights struggle such as clarence jordan viola
liuzza and abraham heschel to contemporary figures of our own time including morris dees and curtis de young at a time of
renewed attention to the ongoing scourge of racial injustice their stories are intended to inspire raise consciousness and
motivate action on behalf equality and human dignity book jacket

Strengthening Anti-Racist Educational Leaders 1995

take the next step to confronting racism in relationships and in everyday life this 10 session video based study guide dvd video
streaming sold separately provides groups and individuals with practical tools and suggestions actionable items and real
world examples of change to enable you to become proactive and effective in the fight for racial justice in his bestselling book
how to fight racism jemar tisby urged readers to move beyond talking about racism and start equipping ourselves to fight
against it this study guide is the next step on that journey for small groups churches classes and individuals tisby unpacks his
a r c model for racial justice developing each of its stages in practical and empowering ways awareness sessions 2 4 focuses
on racial history identity and the image of god relationships sessions 5 7 presents effective ways to do reconciliation make
friends and build diverse communities commitment sessions 8 10 concentrates on how to work for racial justice in your life
community and country you ll be encouraged to reject passivity and become active participants in the struggle for human
dignity across racial and ethnic lines the study guide along with the video study offers participants the opportunity to be
part of the solution to racial problems and suggests that the application of these principles can offer us hope that will
transform our nation and the world designed for use with how to fight racism video study 9780310113249 sold separately

Black Initiative and Governmental Responsibility 2015

the essential guide to understanding how racism works and how racial inequality shapes black lives ultimately offering a
road map for resistance for racial justice advocates and antiracists when blacklivesmatter went viral in 2013 it shed a
light on the urgent daily struggles of black americans to combat racial injustice the message resonated with millions across
the country yet many of our political social and economic institutions are still embedded with racist policies and practices
that devalue black lives stay woke directly addresses these stark injustices and builds on the lessons of racial inequality
and intersectionality the black lives matter movement has challenged its fellow citizens to learn in this essential primer
tehama lopez bunyasi and candis watts smith inspire readers to address the pressing issues of racial inequality and provide a
basic toolkit that will equip readers to become knowledgeable participants in public debate activism and politics this book
offers a clear vision of a racially just society and shows just how far we still need to go to achieve this reality from
activists to students to the average citizen stay woke empowers all readers to work toward a better future for black
americans

White Allies in the Struggle for Racial Justice 2021-04-13

this is not a book of anti racist theory but anti racist tactics tactics that anyone of any race can use to strike a blow
against injustice anti racism is not about what we feel but what we do and there are specific techniques we can use to create
a just world anti racist strategies are skills that can be learned just as we learn skills for public speaking or hitting a
baseball in these pages you whether a person of color and white will find a playbook for leading your workplace organization
or community through transformative change in the wake of an act of explicit racism you ll learn to play anti racist
rhetorical chess and to anticipate and effectively respond to the discursive moves of people who don t understand bigotry
aren t aware of it are in denial of it or even actively uphold it so that you can advance justice goals you ll get a blueprint
on how to dismantle systemic racism community by community workplace by workplace organization by organization and
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examples of what not to do the book is aimed at people who are conscious of the reality of racism and want to end it but may
not know how the book clearly shows how anyone can make an effective significant and measurable impact on racism through
strategic action

How to Fight Racism Study Guide 2019-09-24

in this provocative and highly original work philosophy professor jason d hill explores multiple dimensions of race in america
today but most importantly a black white divide which has grown exponentially over the past decade central to his thesis
hill calls on black american leaders and their white liberal sponsors to escape from the cycle of blame and finger pointing
which seeks to identify black failures with white hatred and indifference this overblown narrative is promulgated by a phalanx
of black nihilists who advocate the destruction of america and her institutions in the name of ending whiteness much of the
black intelligentsia consists of these false prophets and it is their poisonous ideology which is taught uncontradicted to
students of all races it is they who are responsible for the cultural depression blacks are suffering in today s society
ultimately the answer to what do white americans owe is not about the morality or practicality of reparations affirmative
action or other redistributionist schemes hill rejects the collectivist premise behind the argument instead couching notions of
culpability justice and fairness as responsibilities of individuals not arbitrary racial or ethnic groupings

Stay Woke 2021

this inspiring collection of accounts from educators and students is an essential resource for all those seeking to build an
antiracist school system ibram x kendi since 2016 the black lives matter at school movement has carved a new path for
racial justice in education a growing coalition of educators students parents and others have established an annual week of
action during the first week of february this anthology shares vital lessons that have been learned through this important
work in this volume bettina love makes a powerful case for abolitionist teaching brian jones looks at the historical context
of the ongoing struggle for racial justice in education and prominent teacher union leaders discuss the importance of anti
racism in their unions black lives matter at school includes essays interviews poems resolutions and more from participants
across the country who have been building the movement on the ground

Tactics for Racial Justice 2021-10-12

What Do White Americans Owe Black People? 2020-12-01

Black Lives Matter at School
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